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Introduction
● Current LLMs struggle with complex reasoning, multi-step problem-solving, 

and integrating external knowledge or computations.

● Innovative frameworks: AutoGen facilitates multi-agent conversations to 

enhance LLM application, while ART focused on automatic multi-step 

reasoning and integrating tool use. 

● Pros over RAG and CoT: Enhancing complex reasoning, offering improved 

adaptability and flexibility, and reducing human intervention. 
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AutoGen: Enabling Next-Gen LLM Applications via Multi-Agent 
Conversation
● Wu et al.,. (2023)
● Customizable and conversable (receive, react, response) agents
● Conversation programming
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Conversation Programming
● Computation: Agents compute responses based on their role.

● Conversation-centric actions: Agents’ actions are relevant to their 

conversations, facilitating message passing for further interactions.

● Control Flow: Sequence or conditions under which computation occur.

● Conversation-driven control flow: Agents decide whom to send messages 

based on the ongoing conversation.
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Conversation Programming
● Unified interfaces & Auto-reply mechanisms

○ Simplified agent interaction through send/receive and reply generation functions.

○ Auto-reply for continuous conversation flow, customizable with reply functions.

● Control Fusion

○ Programming and natural language for managing control flow.

○ Flexible transitions between code and natural language controls.
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Conversation Programming
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Applications of AutoGen
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Math Problem Solving

● A system for autonomous math 
problem solving by directly 
reusing two built-in agents from 
AutoGen.
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Retrieval-Augmented Question Answering
● Assess natural QA using the Natural 

Questions dataset, highlighting 
AutoGen's novel interactive retrieval 
feature that enhances retrieval 
attempts.

● “UPDATE CONTEXT”
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Multi-agent Coding
● AutoGen reduces workflow code of 

OptiGuide from 430 to 100 lines and 

streamlines optimization solution 

interpretation.

● Multi-agent approach increases 

safety and efficiency, saving users 3x 

time and reducing interactions by 

3-5 times.
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Conversational Chess
● Emphasizes natural, engaging 

gameplay through customizable 

agent, enabling seamless mode 

switching and maintaining game 

integrity by validating each move’s 

legality.

● Removing the board agent will 

negatively affect gameplay and 

preventing illegal moves.
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Future directions for AutoGen

● Integration and Customization: Enhance AutoGen to integrate and customize 

existing agents for broader application and dynamic cooperation.

● Automation vs. Human Control: Explore balancing automation and human 

involvement to optimize multi-agent workflows and interactions.

● Efficiency Optimization: Investigate strategies to refine agent topology and 

conversation patterns.
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ART: Automatic Reasoning and Tool-use
Paranjape et al., (2023)

● CoT prompting requires 

hand-crafting task-specific 

demonstrations and carefully 

scripted interleaving of model 

generations with tool use.

● ART is a framework that uses frozen 

LLMs to automatically generate 

intermediate reasoning steps as a 

program.
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Comparison between related approaches
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Task Library
● Tasks from Big-Bench: Arithmetic, Code, Search and question 

decomposition, Free-form reasoning, and String Operations.

● Program grammar
○ A flexible format to accommodate a wide variety of NLP tasks.

○ Consists of a series of nodes: input node (with task name, instruction, and input), 

sub-step nodes (QA pairs), and a final answer node.

● Dynamic retrieval system to select relevant tasks
○ Labeled examples

○ Crafted few-shot prompts
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Tool Library
● ART pauses generation when a sub-task query matches a tool name.

● Seeded Tools

○ Search Tool: SerpAPI for Google Searches. Marked as “[search]”

○ Code Generation: Codex for generating Python Code. Marked as 

“[generate python code]”

○ Code Execution: Virtual Python Environment
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Human Feedback
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Evaluation
● Tested on tasks from its own library, BigBench, MMLU, etc. 
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Evaluation
● Evaluated on test tasks without explicit supervision. 
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Future directions for ART
● Implement Self-Consistency

○ Utilize generating multiple outputs for the same task and selecting the most common 

solution to enhance accuracy and reasoning depth.

● Enhance through human feedback
○ Integrate manual corrections and additions to programs based on task-specific feedback 

to rectify errors and enrich the tool and task libraries. 

● Expand libraries with quality demo
○ Systematically incorporate corrected programs and new tools from human feedback into 

ART’s libraries to boost its adaptability and effectiveness across a broader range of tasks.
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Q & A
● Prevention of risky agent conversations leading to negative consequences

○ Built-in safety protocols to avoid engaging in harmful or unethical behaviors.

○ Human-in-the-loop to ensure human oversight to intervene.

● The program may have errors, such as package non-existence, data type 

error, etc. How does AutoGen correct errors and rewrite?
○ Handle by assistant agent.

● In dynamic group chat, how LLM decide the next speaker among agents 

with different expertise?
○ Relevance Assessment: Evaluate each agent’s domain expertise

○ Contribution Potential: Provide most valuable information

○ Human Feedback 22


